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"Skills, Practices, Knowledge and Ritual"
Prepared by: The Ministry of Culture
Department of the National Register of Intangible
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An inventory of the ICH item
1- Defining the element of intangible cultural heritage
1-1:Item Name
Calligraphy
1-2:Other names of the element
It is called Arabic calligraphy in general, but it is divided into types, and
each type of Arabic calligraphy has a special name, such as Anaskh script
and the patch line, the Persian calligraphy, the oriental calligraphy, the
Moroccan calligraphy, and the Ottoman calligraphy, and there are types
of calligraphy such as the academic, archaeological, and architectural
.calligraphy written on stones And archaeological sites
1-3 Domains of the intangible cultural heritage to which the element
belongs:
 ـKnowledge and practices related to nature and the universe.
ـSkills associated with traditional craft arts.
-Traditions and the diversity of cultural expressions, including language,
as a means of intangible cultural heritage.
ـTraditional handicrafts.
ـContemporary Folklore.
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1-5 :The groups and societies concerned with the element
The Palestinians in all their places, because their mother tongue is
Arabic, and therefore the Arabic letters are an integral part of the Arabic
language, and writing the Arabic letter took an artistic position among
the Palestinian society. so they learn how to write the Arabic letter in a
variety ways that show its aesthetic, and this design was called by
writing letters Arabic with Arabic calligraphy, therefore, we find a focus
on this art in terms of practice on groups of society and they hold this
heritage:
_The calligraphers: They are two types. The elders calligraphers, and the
pupils calligraphers. We mean by the elders who master the art of
Arabic calligraphy , and transferred this heritage art to the younger
generations.
_Teachers and school students: as a whole, as teaching Arabic
calligraphy and improving writing art has a clear influence on their
school marks, because the Ministry of Education has allocated a share of
Arabic calligraphy every week in schools and adopted a calligraphy
handbook for this session.
-Engineers and builders: Those use the aesthetic of Arabic calligraphy to
decorate buildings, especially mosques.
- Painters and Artists: Due to the aesthetics of writing Arabic calligraphy,
some artists and painters took Arabic letters as an aesthetic feature of
their paintings, so they mixed Arabic calligraphy in their paintings as an
expression of national identity and pride in the Arabic language.
-Writers and Authors: Some writers and authors published their books
handwritten in Arabic script, especially the children's storybook.
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-The artisan women who introduced writing in Arabic script on their products such as embroidery and engraving on metal and ceramic
decoration .

The physical (geographic) location of the item
All Palestinians across Palestine feel proud of Arabic calligraphy, so the
villages, cities and camps on street signs, streamrrs Arabic script seen in
of shops and clinics, and we see it in the cards and Books in schools
and universities and we see it in places of worship on the walls and
domes of mosques, and we find it remarkable on the walls of the
buildings of Al-Aqsa Mosque and the Dome of the Rock, in Jerusalem
Al-Sharif and the Ibrahimi Mosque in the city of Hebron
- Allso we see item Arabic calligraphy exhibitions, children’s books and
their handwritten stories in order to show the art of Arabic calligraphy
for the younger generation.
A brief description of the item 6.1
Some classify it as art, and others find it a traditional craft, and whatever
the view of the one dealing with Arabic calligraphy, it does not deny that
Arabic calligraphy has origins, foundations and forms that need
creativity in order to show its aesthetic through the use of the
characteristics of the Arabic letter in hand-writing in writing a period,
turnover, engineering and drawing With this, the Arabic calligraphy
developed into a science with origins and a taste for art. No calligrapher
can ignore the origins of writing, no matter how creative he is
Arabic calligraphy has a personality that corresponds to that of
calligrapher, so writing Arabic calligraphy is a single art for calligrapher
himself and a collective art for the entire calligraphy category. Solo,
because every calligrapher has a special imprint in writing the Arabic
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letter. It is not the same as another calligrapher in writing Arabic script,
even if they write the same phrase. And collective art because everyone
who writes Arabic calligraphy must adhere to the rules of writing
(according to the type of calligraphy) and learn from those who
preceded it, so when the quality level in writing is raised to the level of
luxury creativity, Arabic calligraphy becomes a formative art
There are many types of fonts scattered in Palestine and everyone loves
them, for their clarity and ease of writing and reading from them which
are a Naskh , and al rukaa penmanship also , the Diwani , the contiguous
, al Kufi script, the Persian font, the Andalusian font, and athuloth .
-The Independence Document in Palestine was written by two
calligraphers in the and the naskh script. The Ministry of Culture
rewrote the Omar covenantation using three penmanship's, which are
Diwani, al-Tara`i, and a thuloth. As for writing on the walls of the Al-Aqsa
Mosque, its domes, minarets, and its roof, it was written in Diwani
script.
-Special writing pens are used for writing in Arabic script. These types of
linen are found in Palestine on the banks of rivers and warm valleys, so
that they cater to certain sizes and with a known inclination to suit the
flow of the hand while writing in Arabic script. He was writing on glossy
paper, then the crumpled paper appeared, and it is said that many of
the Palestinian calligraphers were disciples at the hands of an Iranian
calligrapher who came to Palestine, and many students learned from
him the use of the crumpled paper made from raspberry paper in India.
Due to its high price, the calligraphers began to manufacture it
themselves from environmental resources in Palestine.
- As for ink or ink in the past, calligraphers used to make ink from soot
and gum Arabic with aromatic scents
Characteristics of the element
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2-1 Of practitioners and performers directly concerned with the
performance of the ICH component
A group of calligraphers who are:
A brief description of the item
Some classify it as art, and others find it a traditional craft, and whatever
the view of the one dealing with Arabic calligraphy, it does not deny that
Arabic calligraphy has origins, foundations and forms that need
creativity in order to show its aesthetic through the use of the
characteristics of the Arabic letter in hand-writing in writing a period,
turnover, engineering and drawing With this, the Arabic calligraphy
developed into a science with origins and a taste for art. No calligrapher
.can ignore the origins of writing, no matter how creative he is
Arabic calligraphy has a personality that corresponds to that of
calligrapher, so writing Arabic calligraphy is a single art for calligrapher
himself and a collective art for the entire calligraphy category. Solo,
because every calligrapher has a special imprint in writing the Arabic
letter. It is not the same as another calligrapher in writing Arabic script,
even if they write the same phrase. And collective art because everyone
who writes Arabic calligraphy must adhere to the rules of writing
(according to the type of calligraphy) and learn from those who
preceded it, so when the quality level in writing is raised to the level of
.luxury creativity, Arabic calligraphy becomes a formative art
There are many types of fonts scattered in Palestine and everyone loves
them, for their clarity and ease of writing and reading from them which
are the Naskh script, the Patch line, the Diwani line, the contiguous font,
.the Kufi script, the Persian font, the Andalusian font, and the third line
The Independence Document in Palestine was written by two
calligraphers in the one-third and the naskh script. The Ministry of
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Culture rewrote the age covenant using three lines, which are Diwani, alTara`i, and the third. As for writing on the walls of the Al-Aqsa Mosque,
.its domes, minarets, and its roof, it was written in Diwani script
Special writing pens are used for writing in Arabic script. These types of
linen are found in Palestine on the banks of rivers and warm valleys, so
that they cater to certain sizes and with a known inclination to suit the
flow of the hand while writing in Arabic script. He was writing on glossy
paper, then the crumpled paper appeared, and it is said that many of the
Palestinian calligraphers were disciples at the hands of an Iranian
calligrapher who came to Palestine, and learned from him the use of the
crumpled paper made from raspberry paper in India. Due to its high
price, the calligraphers began to manufacture it themselves from
.environmental resources in Palestine
As for ink or ink in the past, calligraphers used to make ink from soot and
gum Arabic with aromatic scents
Characteristics of the eleme
Of practitioners and performers directly concerned with the
performance of the ICH component:
A group of calligraphers who are:
1- Abdul Qadir Al-Shihabi Al from alquds
2-Muhammad fasting Jerusalem
3-Kamal Tile from Jerusalem
4- Vladimir Superior Tamari Jerusalem / Japan
5- Khaled Hourani from Ramallah
6- Amjad Sabra from Ramallah
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7-Abdullah Al-Azzeh fom Ramallah
8-Musa Khoury from Ramallah
9- Abdul Rahman Hamid from Silwad / USA
10- Youssef Zawahreh from Ramallah
11-Ahmed Al-Shobaki Al-Khalil
12-Saeed Al-Nahri Sakhnin
13- Saher Al-Kaabi from Ramallah
14-Adel Fawzi Odeh Howara / Nablus
15- Ehab Thabet from Ramallah
16- Aref Ziabah Anabta /from Tulkarm
17- Ahmed Al-Asmar from Nablus
18- Muhammad Shalabi, from Jenin
19- Abu Rabee from Nablus
20- Hana Hamarsheh worshiped / Jenin
21-Fatima Nasrallah from Tulkarem
22- Saleh Talouzi from Tulkarem
23- Bader Al-Damiri from Tulkarem
24- Hosni Radwan from Ramallah
25- Muhammad Golani from Jerusalem
26 - Wadih Khaled from Ramallah
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2-2 Element properties
It is well known that writing in Arabic script is as old as the existence of
the language. Therefore, Arabic script was used to write on manuscripts,
and some of these manuscripts are preserved so far in some important
libraries, including the Al-Aqsa Mosque Library in Jerusalem. And the
Department of Manuscripts in the Waqf, some museums, including the
.Al-Aqsa Mosque Museum in Jerusalem
Before the emergence of the printing machine, there were calligraphers
who wrote the official letters in Diwani Arabic script, and this line was
concerned with important transmitters of the state until it changed the
font to the transcription line, the patch and the appearance of the
printer.
The writing in Arabic calligraphy appeared in an inscription on stones,
leather, and embroideries. These were used in the tomb stones, walls of
mosques, marble columns, utensils, and textiles, and Arabic script is
often written from the Holy Qur’an, prophetic traditions, or moral
judgment of poetry and Arabic literature, or the sayings of philosophers
and free leaders.
Writing in Arabic calligraphy appeared on the financial instruments, and
we find the Palestinian paper pound written in Arabic calligraphy and
Palestinian metal metallic engraved in Arabic letters in Arabic
calligraphy.
Before the presence of the printing machines, writing in Arabic script
appeared in letters, publications, official records, judicial orders,
announced rulings, fatwas, treaties, appointments and all official and
unofficial papers, which required teaching Arabic calligraphy to everyone
who works in these jobs, and penmanship handbook was established in
schools and mosques in order to improve Writing in Arabic script
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The emergence of Arabic calligraphy in the form of artistic paintings, in
order to obey the Arabic letter in formation while writing. The aesthetics
of the shape of the Arabic letter and the strength of its influence on the
spirit of the painting.
The writing in Palestine went through Arabic calligraphy in stages,
including: The writing set the shape of the letter, so several types of
calligraphy that calligraphers chose for their writing, and every
calligrapher mastered his painting, so each calligrapher has a special
imprint for his writing, even if they write the same type of calligraphy,
then those who are interested appeared To improve the handwriting of
all learners in schools, and from here every Arabic teacher must find his
handwriting, and teach his students to improve the handwriting .the
people show a respect and appreciate to the calligraphers and those
with beautiful calligraphy and praise them, and blame the companions
of the bad handwriting and fill them around sarcastic jokes. They urged
their children to improve their streaks because they shine Wen said the
beautiful calligraphy gift from God linked ties to the Holy Quran written
in Arabic calligraphy is beautiful .
One of their methods for improving the handwriting of students and
students in schools was copying, which is my homework for every
student to copy his lessons in a beautiful handwriting to improve his
handwriting as he learns dictation.
2-3Transfer Methods
ways of transferring the element and related skills to other members
of society
Considering Arabic calligraphy, knowledge, customs and practices as part
of the Palestinian heritage as a common element with Arab countries by
virtue of the fact that the Arabic language collect all speakers of it, and
since the language is a heritage, writing for the letters of this language is
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a cultural heritage. Therefore, groups, commities and individuals
approved in their meeting held at the Ministry of Culture on 22 /
November 2019 Update of the National List of Heritage Elements and
the adoption of Arabic Calligraphy, knowledge, customs and practices
related to it as an element of the National Heritage. The element was
included in the list No. (19), and the ministry assisted groups,commities
and individuals to restrict the element and made a strategic plan in
order to take the necessary measures to protect it, but interest in this
element has been since the writing began in Palestine and spread
through:
- Education: the elder Calligraphers transfer knowledge of Arabic
calligraphy to talents from young students through lessons, training, and
competitions. And previously about the ways to teach calligraphy in the
schools.
-The exchange of experiences: That the elder calligraphic work to
exchange experiences with the great calligraphers in the Arab and
Islamic world, through workshops, conferences, exhibitions and courses
aimed at promoting creativity in the Arabic script .
- Raising awareness of the role of the Arabic script in sustainable
development and its role in preserving the Arab identity, which is
considered a pillar of the national identity .
- Setting plans, programs and activities that enhance the role of the
Arabic script in Palestinian popular life as a heritage that represents their
Arab identity.
- Encouraging researchers, scholars, and university professors to do solid
studies on the subject of Arabic calligraphy as a cultural heritage in
Palestine.
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- Encouraging engineers and builders to decorate buildings and walls,
especially mosques, by writing in Arabic script.
- Allocating a weekly class in schools in the Ministry of Education for the
purpose of teaching and improving Arabic calligraphy, through
calligraphy booklets that were part of the Arabic language curriculum in
schools from the first grades .
- Holding specialized exhibitions of Arabic calligraphy, with the
participation of calligraphers from all walks of society and plastic artists
throughout Palestine and outside Palestine, with the aim of
disseminating the beauty of the Arabic calligraphy in a way that blends
with poetry, prose and wisdom related to Palestine and Jerusalem in
particular.
- Entering Arabic calligraphy as a modern artistic technique in the
plastic arts. The plastic artists created the incorporation of Arabic
calligraphy into the artistic paintings to give it a unique and special spirit.
- in Arabic script into some traditional industries such as ceramics, glass
and Palestinian embroidery .

2-4 Bodies and organizations concerned with the element towards
)(ministries / associations / civil society organizations and others, if any
.Ministry of Culture
.Ministry of Education
.Ministry of Awqaf
.Artists Syndicate
.Writers Union
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.Diwan of the Presidency
.Engineers Syndicate
.Palestinian universities, colleges and institutes
.Palestine Calligrapher Association
.Hana House for Arabic Calligraphy .

3- of the component and its ability to survive and sustain
3-1 :Threats that impede the movement and exercise of the
component within the groups/ communities concerned :
The danger of globalization is the biggest threat to Arabic calligraphy.
Groups, communities and individuals under the auspices of the Ministry
of Culture and the associations that support Arab calligraphy and artists
’association have taken measures to avoid the threat to the heritage of
Arab calligraphy, by adopting a general policy aimed at highlighting the
role of Arab calligraphy in adhering to identity, and renewing the
definition of calligraphy. The Arab as a stand-alone craft or as a
supporter of another craft or an artistic shroud, and therefore groups
and communities unite with individuals and stakeholders in creating
awareness programs and cultural activities that are concerned with
showing this element and the generations ’acceptance of it.
- Computerized calligraphy also contributed to the reluctance of young
generations to write by hand and the art of Arabic calligraphy in
particular, but groups and communities return to this element (Arabic
calligraphy) its joy by showing the unique personality of Arabic
calligraphy, revealing the aesthetic spirit in writing Arabic calligraphy in
art paintings Which are displayed in national exhibitions, workshops in
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writing in Arabic calligraphy, and through the work of national
competitions aimed at highlighting calligraphers and aesthetics of
calligraphy in various areas of life.

The most prominent problems faced by Arabic calligraphy:
1- Entering automatic printing, and spreading it extensively, so writing
on the computer board became easier and faster than writing in
handwriting. Anyone can write from the computer and choose the type
of font they want by pressing a button. This matter dealt a severe blow
to the masses of this element, which led to bad writing while writing by
hand among the students. The ease of writing on the writing board,
ironing by pressing the letter buttons and the possibility of rapid
correction, and good arrangement led to the reluctance of the young
people to learn the origins of Arabic calligraphy and improve their lines,
and the competition among them decreased on the beauty of the
calligraphy, and the pride in writing in Arabic script is no longer a
remarkable thing among the younger generations.
2- The small number of calligraphers and elders who held the banner of
writing in Arabic script, the small number of new calligraphers among
the youth, and the small number of talents and those willing to learn
Arabic calligraphy .
3- The attack of the English language and its letters on the Arabic
language and its letters. Groups of young people who speak English and
write in English have emerged until there is a clear retreat among the
emerging generations in the interest in the Arabic script. The Arabic
letter.
4- The difficulty of providing the materials used for writing in Arabic
calligraphy, and the price of which is high in terms of pens, inks and
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paper, which led to curbing the works of the calligraphic elders,
especially calligrapher, not a craft.
5-The lack of a law that protects intellectual property, traditional
knowledge and cultural expressions, which contributed to the
calligraphers' reluctance to transfer knowledge related to Arabic
calligraphy.
6- The lack of an effective syndical body for calligraphers, which led to
their weak ability to contribute effectively in transferring this heritage to
the younger generations. The decline in sustainable development is an
important cultural element.

3-2 afeguarding measures taken to address any of these threats, and to
encourage their future revitalizationS.
1- The Ministry of Culture has prepared a draft law to preserve cultural
heritage in Palestine within the 2003 treaty, and the draft has been
submitted to the Ministry’s Presidency Council for study and approval.
Through this law, it contributes to preserving and protecting cultural
elements, including Arabic calligraphy .
2- The Ministry of Culture worked on collecting the heritage of Arabic
calligraphy and identifying the element, and took the necessary
measures to preserve it, including the work of many exhibitions and
courses for Arabic calligraphy.
3-The Ministry of Culture developed a strategy aimed at preserving the
national cultural heritage, including the Arabic script, and transferring it
to generations through programs and activities in support of this cultural
element. The Ministry of Culture had noticed the importance of Arabic
calligraphy since 2017 and worked as an exhibition of Arabic calligraphy
for a large group of calligraphers of Palestine, and the theme of writing
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was Jerusalem, so the exhibition was called "Jerusalem in the Eyes" and
it resulted in about twenty paintings of Arabic calligraphy that wrote
sentences related to Jerusalem .
4-The Palestinian presidency commissioned the Palestinian calligrapher
Saher Al-Kaabi to write the Noble Qur’an by hand, and this Qur’an was
written.
5- The Ministry of Endowments, in cooperation with the concerned
authorities, restored the inscriptions in Arabic script in the Al-Aqsa
Mosque and Dome of the Rock, and Palestinian calligraphers
participated in this.
6- Palestinian calligraphers, in cooperation with institutions and nongovernmental organizations, conducted workshops to teach and
improve the calligraphy with a view to transferring it to young
generations and the emergence of talents from them .
7- the Ministry of Culture has rewritten the Al ahdh Al omariya and
commissioned Palestinian calligrapher to write it and circulate it to all
bodies of society.

3-3 : Suggestions for the plan for developing the future Palestinian
embroidery and its success.
.1- Call for the establishment of an independent union of calligrapher
2- Calling for the establishment of a private school to teach writing in
Arabic calligraphy and to give this school an artistic character that would
be a separate specialty from the College of Arts specialties or be an
individual college in its own right.
3- Encouraging young entrepreneurs to learn how to make pens, paper
and ink for writing in Arabic script.
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4- Conducting special courses to improve Arabic calligraphy and other
courses to learn the origins of writing in Arabic script extensively among
young generations through cultural clubs and societies in cities and
villages.
5- Encouraging the work of youth initiatives aimed at enhancing the role
of Arabic calligraphy in social life, such as the handwriting and exchange
of messages. Or writing in Arabic script on the walls of cafes has an echo
and impact, so the beauty of Arabic calligraphy complements the beauty
of the phrase. Also writing children's stories by hand in Arabic
calligraphy and other initiatives and ideas that establish Arabic
calligraphy as a kind of traditional arts that express identity .
6-Taking the necessary measures in the country by writing the signs and
street names and signs by hand in Arabic script, and in this way
sustainable development takes place from this luxurious cultural
heritage .

4- Data: restrictions on it / the permissions for collection and access
to it.
The groups, communities and individuals concerned with the Arabic
calligraphy have expressed their agreement to provide all information,
documents, photographs, films and videos related to the element, and
proof of their participation in the preparation of the inventory list and
the nomination file was submitted with the aim of registering it on the
representative list, and support letters were collected from the heritage
calligraphers campaign and collected Signatures of approval from the
teachers, librarians, and artists concerned with this element, and what
the Ministry of Culture intends to do in partnership with Arab countries
under the auspices of ALLCO was explained, with the submission of the
sisterly Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. In order to register the element on the
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Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity at
UNESCO .

4-1 Data collection dates and locations
Data and information were collected from all Palestinian governorates
during the period between September 2019 to the end of December
2019.

5- References on the intangible cultural heritage component :
- Masterpieces of Arabic Calligraphy in Palestine: by the Sheikh of the
Calligraphers Muhammad Siam, compiled and prepared by Dr.: Idris
Jaradat and lawyer Hani Muhammad Siam, published by the Sanabel
Center for Studies and Popular Heritage.
The effect of a proposed unit based on the reflected classes in
developing the skills of drawing Arabic calligraphy for the eleventh
graders in Gaza
-The Impact of a Suggested Unit Based on Flipped Classroom on
Developing Arabic Calligraphy among Eleventh Graders in Gaza
Muhammad Abu Aishh.
-Yusuf Dhanoon, Palestine, the birthplace of Arabic calligraphy, research
presented at the International Symposium on Palestinian Antiquities Aleppo, from September 20 to 25, 1980 .
-Arabic letters magazine is a special supplement in the Palestinian Arabic
calligraphy.
- Early Arab Islamic Art, Amman, United Publishing House, 1995 Dr.
Fawaz Tuqan.
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- Arabic Calligraphy Brochure / Calligrapher Group / Ministry of
Education.
- Arabic Letters Magazine / No. 26 / on calligrapher calligraphers:
Abdullah Al-Azza, on contemporary calligraphers: Ahmed Al-Asmar,
October 2010.
Data on the inventory process:
6- The person and entity responsible for classifying and entering the
component inventory:
Palestinian Ministry of Culture:
- Amani Al Junaidi / Director of the National Heritage Registry
amanijunidi@gmail.com
-Walid Ayoub / Walid.a.ayyoub@gmail.com
- Zahera Hamad/ zahera.moc@gmail.com
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Photo

Calligrapher Saher al-Kaabi from the Jerusalem exhibition in Laayoune
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From the work of the mixture Hana Hamarsheh right
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Calligrapher Saher Al-Kaabi and the writing of the Noble Qur’an in Arabic script.
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Actress Zahira Zaqtan, the free Arabic calligraphy in embroidery.
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Independence document for calligrapher Saher Al-Kaabi
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Arabic calligraphy inside the Al-Aqsa Mosque
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Rock Dome wall decoration
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-Kaabi and the writing of the Noble Qur’an in Arabic sc
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